
KILL IT WITH QUIZZES
DIVINE NINE



Welcome and thanks for requesting this 10 of the Best free report/

The question I’m always asked is this…. 

“Heather – I’d love to write a quiz but where do I start?” 

And I could get over-excited about your unique selling proposition,
understanding client’s pain points or even how you should structure your
quiz to allow it to flow naturally  – but honestly the best place to start is a lot
simpler! 

"JUST TAKE THE QUIZZES! TAKE A LOT OF QUIZZES!"

When I decided to write a quiz for my arts-marketing business – the first
thing I did was take hundreds of different quizzes – some in my niche and
others not in my niche and it taught me so much that I was able to reverse-
engineer from start to finish! 

So then I wrote my own and I promise you that you can easily do the same.
 
These are 9 of my favourite quizzes to get you started – with notes on why
they’re great and tips you can adopt. 

Enjoy

Hx 

Ps – I always recommend Interact as my preferred platform (and I’m also a
fancy Certified Consultant)   but just be aware that not all these quizzes are
built using Interact…it doesn’t mean they’re not great though!



 
Adobe. Discover Your Creative Personality

I'm going to start with my favourite. This quiz is so much fun to take and
keeps you engaged right to the end. 

It's fun to take part in and also provides solid results and ways to move
forward - including who you should be collaborating with. 

Plus as you’d expect from Adobe the interface and design are fantastic. 

https://mycreativetype.com
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Tonic Sites On Tap – What’s Your Brand Cocktail?

You need to scroll a bit to find this quiz but it’s worth it! This is a
masterclass in choosing your theme so that ties in beautifully with your
business name and unique characteristics. 

And this one does it so well!

https://tonicsiteshop.com/
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 Denise Duffield Thomas – Do you know your unique Money DNA?

Denise’s quiz has a great title and hook – who doesn’t want to know more
about their attitude to money? 

Plus it has a solution within the title – so you take the quiz – plus you
know which problem you’ll also solve. 

Plus someone must have also told Denise D-T that research has shown
that you are more likely to click and start a quiz with a picture a smiling
woman on your front page!

https://www.denisedt.com/sma-quiz
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Sibilari Beiro  - What’s Your Brand Style Quiz?

I loved the practicality of this quiz. Quiz takers are given actual examples
of font styles and colour palettes to choose from which keeps the quiz
engaging and encourages the taker to think about their business in a fun
and practical way. 

It’s a little longer than I would recommend with 14 questions (I
recommend 6-8 to maximise completion!) 

https://sibilaribeiro.com/brand-quiz/
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Digesting Wellness – What’s Your Digestive Freedom Formula?

If there was ever proof that you could make a quiz about anything then
this quiz is it! Not the most glamorous of topics but if you have a real
problem that your customer needs solving you can start them on their
journey with you via a quiz.

Check out how it uses appropriate cultural references to keep the quiz
taker engaged in a fun way whilst discussing a less fun topic!

https://quiz.digestingwellness.com/find-digestive-freedom/
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Oxfam – Gender Inequality Test

Quizzes are an excellent way to get your message across and highlight
knowledge gaps that your customer may have.  

This scored quiz is a slightly different style of Quiz from Oxfam and is
extremely effective in educating. It also has a strong call to action built
into the quiz answers

Plus it's tackling a very important the same time - win win!

www.oxfam.org/en/gender-inequality-test-your-knowledge-and-help-us-
close-gap
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Claire’s – What’s Your Earring Style?

Are you selling a physical product?  Well, there’s a quiz-style for this too.
This quiz from Claire’s demonstrates how you can direct your future
customers to the perfect buying choice for them based on their answers. 

This quiz not only drives traffic to Claire’s website it also gives a
personalised selection of earrings to buy. 

This quiz also demonstrates a strong empathy with its target customer
with the use of appealing cultural references. 

https://www.claires.com/earring-style-quiz.html?lang=en_GB

This Warby Parker glasses picker quiz is also worth a look:
https://www.warbyparker.com/quiz
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Airbnb – Trip Matcher

Dreaming of a trip away and in need of some inspiration – this gorgeous
looking Airbnb quiz not only gives you your Travel Personality it provides
excellent results including  your perfect vacation spots and things to
experience when you’re there.. and of course include ideas for the perfect
listings to stay in.

Unlike a lot of quizzes, Airbnb doesn’t capture your email address with
this quiz but instead, the strong call to action is to explore your trip.

https://news.airbnb.com/tripmatcher/
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Ten Minutes More - Which Creative Super Hero are You?

Ok – go on then - while you’re here… here’s the very first quiz I wrote.

Aimed at artists, creatives and performers – it is a very niche market,
however, it was taken over 500 times in its first month with a modest
Facebook ad budget and some organic activity. 

I tried to ensure my quiz demonstrated understanding of the audience as
well including techniques such as confidence building and future pacing. 

www.bit.ly/creativesuperheroes   
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I hope you’ve enjoyed taking these quizzes and have learnt a
little about what is possible with your very own quiz. 

For more inspiration visit
https://www.tryinteract.com/examples/ 

If you are interested in trying out Interact – don’t forget to use
my link to get a 15% for life discount. 

https://interact.grsm.io/heathercarr1391 

and use code KITWQ15  

I can’t wait to see what you come up with! 

Heather
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